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ABSTRACT
Product and engineering teams’ speed of producing high-
quality results is critical to ensuring enterprise competitive-
ness. Additionally, one can observe an increase in IT systems
complexity driven by the adoption of service-oriented archi-
tecture, micro-services, and serverless. Therefore, many large
enterprises benefit from a mono-repository for source code
management because of the improved team cognition that
results from eroding barriers between teams and from influ-
encing enhanced teamwork quality. This paper, first, reviews
the characteristics of a multi-repositories structure, a mono-
repository structure, and a hybrid model. Second, it discusses
why some manage source code in a multi-repositories struc-
ture, either by choice or because of the organic evolution of
large enterprises. Third, it reviews how mono-repositories in
large teams, beyond the technical arguments, can drive high
efficiency and enhanced product quality through improved
team cognition.
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1 THE ISSUE OF MONOREPO AND
POLYREPO

Information technology (IT) systems are becoming more
complex to the extent that machine learning has become
necessary to manage that complexity [5, 37]. The rapid adop-
tion ofmicroservices has increased the complexity of systems
[15, 39]. If the complexity of modern systems requires more
advanced technology to manage them, then one may wonder
how this increased complexity impacts organizations.
Software design patterns and architectural patterns are

general, reusable solutions to a commonly occurring problems
[48, 50]. Unfortunately, there remains lack of such patterns
to address the challenges of managing source control reposi-
tories for large teams or projects. Version Control Software
(VCS) has existed for decades [49]. Nevertheless, the prac-
tice of using certain software development strategy with a
specific repository structure has been only recently qual-
ified with names such as monorepo [19], polyrepo (also
named manyrepo or multirepo), and more recently metarepo
[30, 41]. The different repositories structure indicated in ta-
ble 1 present an example of the notable adopters for each
design.
There is an insufficient number of academic research on

the topic of monorepo [4] while there is an abundance of
online material comparing the different structures [24, 36,
42, 43] or concerning the benefit of monorepo [33]. It has
become more noticeable since a series of public posts from
companies such as Google [38] or Facebook [17] and their
unique use of a monorepo. There is now a website dedicated
to the adoption of monorepo [16] as well as a public curated
list of monorepo tools, software and architectures [7].

Despite the widespread adoption of monorepo structures
in large enterprises, the struggle is salient [31], as some
went back-and-forth, such as Uber [29, 32]. A case study at
Google [25] concluded that the choice regarding the use of
a monorepo or polyrepo architecture involves a comparison
of tradeoffs while still highlighting that monorepos "encour-
ages consistent and high-quality code, and empowers engineers
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Table 1: Source Code Repository Structures

Structure Implementation Notable Adopters

Multi-
repositories
(polyrepo)

One source repository
for each component and
library

Amazon, Netflix,
Lyft

Mono-
repository
(monorepo)

One source repository
for a whole company or
very large product line

Google, Facebook,
Microsoft, Uber,
Twitter, React,
Angular, Babel,
Kubernetes

Hybrid
Poly-as-
Mono

Updates are made to
multiple repository
but managed like a
monorepo

Android, Chrome

Hybrid
Mono-as-
Poly

Updates are made into a
monorepo but then split
into read-only polyrepo
for build or distribution
purpose

Symfony, Shopsys

to study and learn from the institutional knowledge of their
company, crystallized in the form of source code".

2 MONOREPO AND CULTURE IN LARGE
ENTERPRISES

The technical benefits of monorepos may partially be a fal-
lacy, since some of the problems associated with polyrepos
still must be resolved in somemanner in amonorepo [28]. Ad-
ditionally, one cannot ignore the large adopters of a polyrepo
models such as Amazon and Netflix. The complexity of the
technical choice and the lack of clarity in the tradeoff causes
some to alternate back and forth, as in Uber’s case. Ironically,
Lyft also adopts a mixed approach, with a strong polyrepos
approach on most of its systems, but apparently a monorepo
model at the Android project level [51]. If the technical ben-
efits are not obvious and vary in terms of many external
factors, then, what makes monorepos highly successful in
most large enterprises or projects? It is clear that the bene-
fits of either implementation appear to depend upon other
factors aside from a pure technical choice.

A key element in the initial Google publication [38] is the
mention of the word culture. The four occurrences emphasize
on the open collaboration and how it encourages code quality.
This focus on quality is expected, since part of Google’s
philosophy claims that "It’s best to do one thing really, really
well" and "Great just isn’t good enough" [18]. Twitter, who
also adopted a monorepo structure, claims on their career
page "We Are One Team" [45].

The relation between culture and choice of repository
structure is not limited to monorepo. Netflix, who adopted
polyrepo, favors a culture of "freedom and responsibility" [22]
that "empowers engineers to craft solutions using whatever
tools they feels are best suited to the tasks" [35]. However, this
would need to be balanced against Netflix’s "keeper test" and
culture of fear [46]. Another polyrepo example is provided
by Amazon, who is also known for its unique culture and for
making teams working on the same projects and compete
with each other [1, 26, 44].

Finally, one can examineMicrosoft, which has transitioned
from polyrepo to monorepo. Satya Nadella, Microsoft CEO,
has transformed the company culture, in his words "we
needed a culture that allowed us to constantly refresh and
renew" [34]. The culture change is accompanied by a change
in the choice of source code repository structure. Microsoft
scaled Git [21] to handle the largest Git monorepo in the
world [20]. Ultimately, Microsoft observed that the polyrepo
structure fostered a siloed culture and that transitioning to
monorepo allowed them to provide a better developer expe-
rience [9].

3 MONOREPO FOSTER TEAM
COGNITION

Functional silos have been identified for a long time as an in-
hibitor of team productivity, velocity, and innovation [12, 13].
It is critical to enable permissionless innovation, which is
"the ability of others to create new things on top of the commu-
nications constructs that we create" [2]. Permissionless inno-
vation enables autonomy while maintaining accountability.
Autonomy does not imply independence, but rather that sys-
tems and people work well within their environment (being
self-directed as opposed to not dependent upon anything)
[8, 10, 40]. Large enterprises have long sought to reduce team
frictions and reduce their silos in order to increase their com-
petitiveness. Large enterprises tend to have many mergers
and acquisitions activities as part of their regular operations,
which require them to employ certain consolidation efforts
to minimize the risk of increased numbers of silos.

The experience reports from Microsoft, Google, and other
large companies confirms that team cognition is an important
factor in the choice of repository structure with an effort to
gear toward a holistic team cognition rather than collective
team cognition [27]. How we communicate and share infor-
mation exerts a direct impact on a team cognition, which is a
"critical mechanism for facilitating knowledge activities within
the software development process" [23]. It has been demon-
strated that high quality software depends on high quality
collaboration within a team, with influencing factors such as
trust, value-sharing, and coordination of expertise [47].
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To accomplish holistic team cognition, it becomes neces-
sary to tear down the silos between teams. This helps produce
a shared vision, facilitate communication and collaboration.
Ultimately, those efforts align with the recent movement
around DevOps methodologies [14]. The 2018 DevOps report
highlights the benefit of "influencing organizational culture
through autonomy, leadership and learning" [11], with Google
being cited as yet another example of how their environment
provides psychological safety and a sense of safety when
taking risks. The report also establishes that one can change
a company’s culture by changing how work is performed.
At this point, one can assert that enterprise can leverage the
Inverse Conway Maneuver [3, 6] by designing a workflow
based on a monorepo to drive critical culture changes that
break down silos and enable competitiveness.

4 CONCLUSION
This paper has identified different source code repository
structures and well-known adopters. Ultimately, it has es-
tablished that the technical arguments for one model or
another always correspond with certain tradeoffs and may
not be a clear-cut. However, it has observed that the benefit
of monorepo is the cultural impact. It has asserted that a
monorepo facilitates cultural change and enables a holis-
tic team cognition that ensures high quality work and im-
proves communication, while preserving necessary auton-
omy. These are critical elements to help a large enterprise
remain competitive and deliver innovation and high quality
products rapidly. Ultimately, more research is necessary on
source control repository structures and their direct impacts
on team cognitions. The industry would benefit from defined
patterns that establish the technical tradeoff and culture im-
pact of each model.
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